1. The rabbit's striate cortex contains a variety of receptive-field types, including concentric, uniform, simple and complex types.
INTRODUCTION
In 1966 Enroth-Cugell & Robson introduced the technique of linear systems analysis to the field of visual neurophysiology. They discovered that cells in the cat's retina could be divided into two classes depending upon their responses to sinusoidal grating patterns oflight. Cells ofone class, termed 'X', summated spatial information linearly, whereas cells of the other class, termed 'Y', summated spatial information non-linearly. Since Enroth-Cugell and Robson's original discovery, their approach has been refined through the addition of Fourier analytic techniques; such techniques allow one to separate out the individual harmonic components of a visual neurone's response, and to quantify each component's relative contribution to the response. Fourier analytic techniques have now been used to describe the spatial summating properties of cells in cat's retina, lateral geniculate nucleus (l.g.n.) and striate cortex (Shapley & Hochstein, 1975; Hochstein & Shapley, 1976a, b; Movshon, Thompson & Tolhurst, 1978a, b; So & Shapley, 1979; Sur & Sherman, 1982) .
To date, there has been no quantitative study of the spatial summating properties of cells in the rabbit's visual system, although these cells have been well characterized in other respects (e.g. Barlow, Hill & Levick, 1964; Barlow & Levick, 1975;  Levick, 1967; Oyster, Takahashi  Murphey & Berman, 1979) . A first step in this direction was taken by Caldwell & Daw (1978) who, using a variation of Enroth-Cugell and Robson's 'null test', divided concentric cells in the rabbit's retina into X and Y classes. However, Caldwell & Daw did not use the powerful tool of Fourier analysis. Therefore, at present it is unclear whether X and Y receptive fields in the rabbit and cat have similar receptive field organizations. Moreover, the spatial summation of non-concentric receptive fields of the rabbit's visual system has not been examined.
In the present study, I examined the spatial summation linearity of several different classes of cells in the rabbit's striate cortex, making use of Fourier analytic techniques. In addition to simple and complex cells resembling those in the cat's cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) , the rabbit's striate cortex contains relatively many cells with non-oriented receptive fields like those in the rabbit's retina and l.g.n. Murphey & Berman, 1979) . It therefore affords one the opportunity to RABBIT STRIATE CORTEX through the skull with a trephine drill, one centred over either side of the monocular region of the visual cortex (stereotoxic co-ordinates P1O, L7). During this preparatory surgery, the animal was anaesthetized with an intravenous injection of sodium pentobarbitone (Diabutal, 35 mg/kg); lidocaine HCl (Xylocaine) was also injected subcutaneously into the animal's scalp.
On the day of the experiment, the animal was anaesthetized with a gaseous mixture of 9% halothane (Fluothane), 39 % oxygen and 52 % nitrous oxide. A tracheotomy was performed during which all wound margins were infiltrated with a long-lasting, local anaesthetic (Anucaine). After this, gaseous anaesthesia was discontinued; the animal was anaesthetized with an intramuscular (I.M.) injection of ketamine HCl (Ketalar, 44 mg/kg) and paralysed with an I.M. injection of gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil, 10 mg/kg). Anaesthesia and paralysis were maintained throughout the remainder of the experiment with repeated I.M. injections of Ketalar (22 mg/kg I -1 hr) and Flaxedil (5-10 mg/kg. hr). In addition to Flaxedil, curare (0-5-1-0 mg/kg. hr) was administered to the animal through I.M. injections to minimize residual eye movements (Chow & Lindsley, 1968) . Once paralysed, the animal was artificially ventilated with room air. The animal's scalp was reopened to expose the dura and, once again, all wound margins were infiltrated with Anucaine.
The dura was covered with warm agar gel which, once hardened, protected the cortex from drying and reduced cortical pulsation. The animal was then given a subcutaneous injection of a solution containing electrolytes and dextrose in saline (Ionosol, (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) ml.); this was repeated every 2-4 hr. The animal's body temperature was maintained with a heating pad.
Heart rate proved to be a highly reliable indication of the animal's physiological well-being. Pilot studies indicated that adequate ventilation of the animal (as determined by cortical responsiveness and robustness of the preparation) could be achieved by adjusting the ventilation to give a stable heart rate of 250-300 beats/min. This method proved at least as reliable as adjusting the ventilation according to monitored CO2 levels, which was not done in the experiments reported here.
The rabbit's heart beat was monitored continuously with an audiomonitor throughout an experiment. Once a stable rate had been established, if rapid fluctuations in heart rate occurred a larger dose of ketamine (usually the original induction dose, 44 mg/kg) was administered. If the anaesthetic did not re-stabilize the animal's heart beat, the experiment was terminated by giving the animal an overdose of sodium pentobarbitone.
Optic8
A solution of 0-5 % atropine sulphate (Alcon) was applied topically to the rabbit's eye to dilate it, and silicone fluid (Dow Corning 360 Medical Fluid) was applied to prevent the cornea from drying. Occasionally, a + 4D contact lens with an artificial pupil 7 mm in diameter was used to protect the cornea instead of silicone fluid. (The two methods appeared equally successful in preventing corneal drying, and made no apparent difference to the results.) The eye was refracted by streak retinoscopy and a corrective spectacle lens placed before it as required to focus it at a distance of 57 cm.
A tangent screen, to which was attached a sheet of translucent paper, was placed 57 cm away from the animal's eye. The optic nerve head was imaged on the tangent screen with a reversible ophthalmoscope, and its position marked on the paper. This mark served as a reference point for the positions of the cells' receptive fields.
Eledrophy8iological recording
The activity of single cortical units was recorded with tungsten-in-glass micro-electrodes (Levick, 1972) . The electrodes were lowered into the cortex through the dura, which was left intact. The extracellularly recorded action potentials (spikes) were amplified conventionally, and the amplified signals led to an oscilloscope, a loudspeaker, and a Schmitt-trigger circuit. This circuit produced a square-wave pulse of fixed amplitude whenever the signal from a spike surpassed a certain level.
The pulses produced by the Schmitt-trigger constituted the raw data for analysis.
Receptive field mapping All visual stimuli were presented monocularly, i.e. to the eye contralateral to the cortical hemisphere being recorded from. Most of the rabbit's striate cortex receives a monocular, crossed projection of the visual field; the binocular region of the striate cortex is therefore small (Hughes, 1971) and I avoided recording from it. Once a cortical unit was isolated, its receptive field was mapped with small spots or bars of light projected onto the tangent screen in front of the rabbit's eye with a hand-held ophthalmoscope. The cell's receptive field was plotted on the tangent screen, and an outline of this plot was drawn on the sheet of translucent paper attached to the screen. The paper thus provided a permanent record of each receptive field's shape, size and location in visual space.
Stimuli for linearity test8
The visual stimuli consisted of sine-wave patterns of light (gratings). These were generated by an electronic visual stimulator (Shapley & Rossetto, 1976) (Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966) and (2) alternating-phase modulation (Hochstein & Shapley, 1976a 
Data analysis
The data, consisting ofpulses produced by the Schmitt-trigger circuit, were averaged on-line into post-stimulus-time (p.s.t.) histograms by a computer of averaged transients. The data were also recorded on magnetic tape and later analysed off-line with a PDP 11/34 computer. The PDP 11/34 was used to produce p.s.t. histograms from the stored data. The histograms had bin widths of, usually, 10 msec, and represented averaged responses to twenty-five to fifty stimulus presentations. The PDP 11/34 was also used to Fourier analyse the averaged responses. The Fourier analysis was similar to that described by Hochstein & Shapley (1976a) . The peak-to-trough amplitude of the first ten Fourier components were calculated according to the following formula:
where n is a number from 1 to 10 denoting a particular Fourier component, N is the number of bins (usually 100), and xi is the averaged response (in spikes per second) during the ith bin. The peak-to-trough amplitudes were expressed in two ways: (1) in absolute terms, as spikes/sec; and (2) in relative terms, as fractions of the total amplitude contribution of the ten Fourier components. (For the latter, the absolute amplitudes of the ten components were summed and normalized to equal 1 0; the contribution of each component to the total was then given a fractional value.) The relative measure provided a control for changes in a cell's responsiveness over the course of a linearity test; these changes were, however, seldom consequential.
Reconetruction of electrode penetrations Typically, one electrode penetration was made in each hemisphere of the animal's brain. At the end of the penetration, an electrolytic lesion was made by passing current through the electrode at the site of the last cell recorded; then the electrode was withdrawn along its original track for a distance of 0-5-1 0 mm, and another lesion made. These two lesions allowed the electrode's track to be reconstructed. At the end of the experiment, the rabbit was killed with an overdose (2-3 ml.)
of Diabutal, and usually, perfused intracardially with a 10% formalin-in-saline solution. Its brain was then removed and stored in formalin solution. Later it was frozen, and the visual cortex sectioned at intervals of 52 him and stained with Cresyl Violet. Alternate sections were mounted and subsequently inspected with a microprojector. The lesions were located, and from these the electrode penetrations reconstructed. The penetrations were always found to be well within the striate cortex as defined by Rose & Malis (1965 Chow et al. 1971 ). Data on sixty-four cells, recorded from twenty-seven rabbits, are summarized here. To some extent, this rather low yield reflects the unfortunate tendency of the rabbit's cortex to undergo epileptiform activity during recording sessions (see Hughes, 1971) . When this occurred,the experiment had to be terminated prematurely. Moreover, certain cell types, e.g. the hypercomplex or oriented direction selective type, were difficult to drive with grating stimuli, and were therefore excluded from this study. Finally, only cells whose spatial summation was tested were included; I did not so test every cell encountered. Usually this was for sampling purposes: frequently, I passed up an opportunity to test one of the commoner cell types in the hopes of obtaining linearity data on one of the rarer types. In Table 1 the sixty-four cells are grouped according to their receptive-field types. Nomenclature. Concentric cells were classified as X or Y solely on the basis of results from linearity tests. Some concentric cells behaved like neither X nor Y cells in these tests; in particular, they were either unresponsive, or poorly responsive, to gratings, even those modulated slowly (e.g. 1 Hz). Similar cells were found in the rabbit's retina by Caldwell & Daw (1978) , who termed them 'sluggish' cells due to their slowly conducting axons and lack of responses to rapidly moving targets. Caldwell & Daw found a strong correlation between these 'sluggish' properties and poor responsiveness to gratings. Therefore, I will employ the term 'sluggish' to refer to those concentric cells in the rabbit's cortex which responded poorly to gratings (see also Sur & Sherman, 1982) . RABBIT STRIATE CORTEX It was frequently difficult to classify a cell as X or Y on the basis of null tests with gratings of low spatial frequencies (< 025 c/deg). This was because at low spatial frequencies a true null position could not be located for some X cells, whereas some Y cells gave null-like responses. However, by testing cells with gratings having relatively high spatial frequencies (02-0O65 c/deg), a much more reliable classification of X and Y cells could be made (Fig. 1 B) . At such spatial frequencies second and, occasionally, other even harmonic distortion became more apparent in the response ofY cells. Indeed, Y cells often responded to very fine gratings with frequency-doubling at all phase positions. By contrast, X cells' responses maintained their phase sensitivity until the gratings were too fine for the cells to resolve.
Fourier analysis indicated that the loss of phase sensitivity in the Y cell response at high spatial frequencies was due to an over-all decline in the first harmonic's amplitude relative to the second harmonic's amplitude. This point is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the Fourier components of X and Y cell responses on null tests have been plotted as functions of spatial phase. Whereas the first harmonic dominated the Y cell's response to the coarser grating, the second harmonic clearly dominated its response to the finer grating. (The over-all ratio of the absolute amplitudes of the second harmonic to those of the first harmonic for the 0-05 c/deg test was 09; for the 0-26 c/deg test it was 3 7.) On the other hand, the relative strengths of the first and second harmonic components in the X cell's response were the same for both tests, and in each case the first harmonic predominated. (The over-all second harmonic/first harmonic ratio for each of the tests was approximately 06.) When tested with moving gratings (see below), the response of this X cell maintained phase sensitivity up to the cell's spatial resolution limit (06 c/deg, approximately); therefore, the distinction between the X and Y responses illustrated in Fig. 2 cannot be attributed to spatial tuning differences. (Of course, when a grating's spatial frequency approaches an X cell's spatial resolution limit, the linearity index will decline. This is because, as spatial frequency increases, the second harmonic/first harmonic ratio for both the X and Y cell response approaches an asymptote of 1P0. However, second harmonic distortion never dominated the responses of X cells as it did those of Y cells. See Hochstein & Shapley, 1976a , for a discussion of this point.) Some X and Y cells were also tested with moving gratings. When relatively coarse gratings (< 0-25 c/deg) were drifted across their receptive fields, the responses of both X and Y cells were modulated in phase with the stimulus. When finer gratings were used, the Y cells responded with an unmodulated increase in their mean firing rate; the X cells gave a phase modulated response up to their spatial resolution limits. The unmodulated elevation of the Y cell's firing rate reflected a non-linear mechanism operating at, or before, the stage of spatial summation (Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966; Hochstein & Shapley, 1976a) . (Occasionally, a Y cell's response to a grating had to be compared with a record of its spontaneous activity to see the unmodulated increase in firing.) Another common feature of Y cell responses to fine gratings was an initial burst of firing to the grating's onset. 
Concentric cells in the rabbit
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Oriented cells The rabbit's striate cortex contains many cells maximally responsive to light or dark edges with specific orientations. These cells often respond poorly, or not at all, to stationary spots of light. Their receptive fields can be divided into three general classes resembling those described for the cat's cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962 : simple, complex, and hypercomplex (or oriented direction-selective) Murphey & Berman, 1979) . I performed linearity tests on simple and complex cells; these tests were identical to those performed on non-oriented cells with the exception that before beginning a test on an oriented cell the display's orientation was aligned with the cell's preferred orientation. (When testing non-oriented cells, the display was oriented vertically.)
The criteria described by Chow et al. (1971) were used to classify cells as simple or complex. Briefly, a cell was classified as simple if: (i) its receptive field was clearly orientation-selective; (ii) it responded well to a stationary, flashing bar of light; and (iii) its receptive field could be mapped into adjacent on and off regions. A cell was classified as complex if its receptive field was orientation-selective and it satisfied one of the following criteria: (i) the cell did not respond to stationary stimuli, but did respond to the leading or trailing edge (but not both) of a bar moved through its receptive field; (ii) the cell did respond to a stationary bar, but its response was more or less uniform, e.g. the cell gave an on-off response throughout its receptive field. When in doubt whether to classify a cell as simple or complex, I used Hubel & Wiesel's (1962) test of spatial summation.
Simple cells. Linearity tests were performed on seventeen simple cells. (Of these, three were tested only with drifting gratings.) Seven simple cells exhibited linear, and ten non-linear, spatial summation. Fig. 3 presents null test results for two simple cells, one exhibiting linear spatial summation (linear simple) and the other non-linear spatial summation (non-linear simple). Each cell was tested at two different spatial frequencies. It can be seen that the linear simple cell's behaviour was X-like, the non-linear simple cell's behaviour Y-like. Fig. 4 shows the results from the Fourier analysis of these null tests. In the case of the non-linear simple cell, the over-all ratio of the second harmonic's amplitude to the first harmonic's amplitude greatly increased at the higher spatial frequency, whereas in the case of the linear simple cell this ratio declined somewhat. Thus the Fourier results lent further support to the idea of a similarity between the spatial properties of linear simple cells and X cells, on the one hand, and non-linear simple cells and Y cells on the other (see Fig. 2 ). Notice, however, that the increase in the second harmonic/first harmonic ratio for the Y cell of Fig. 2 was due to an over-all decrease in the first harmonic's absolute value at the higher spatial frequency; for the non-linear simple cell, the increase was due to an over-all increase in the second harmonic's absolute value. Presumably, this simply reflects a difference in the spatial tuning of the two cells' second harmonic components. This non-linear simple cell was also tested at a still higher spatial frequency, 087 c/deg. At this spatial frequency, the amplitudes of both the first and second harmonics declined relative to their amplitudes at 043 c/deg, and the second harmonic/first harmonic ratio approached RABBIT STRIATE CORTEX unity. At most phase positions, however, the second harmonic had a greater absolute value than the first harmonic. In other words, the second harmonic/first harmonic ratio approached unity, but from above rather than from below.
It was commonly observed that the second harmonic, as well as the first harmonic, of oriented cells' responses showed phase sensitivity. This second harmonic phase sensitivity is apparent in Fig. 4 for both null tests of the linear cell, and for the 0-13 c/deg test of the non-linear cell (see also Fig. 7B) determine the precise nature of this second harmonic phase sensitivity because I did not calculate the phase coefficients ofthe harmonics in the Fourier analysis. It is worth noting, however, that the second harmonic component of the non-linear simple cell's response to the 0 43 c/deg grating exhibited little phase sensitivity. This suggests that the phase-sensitive and phase-insensitive second harmonic distortion in the oriented cell's responses derived from different mechanisms. Oriented cells in the rabbit's cortex rarely exhibited much spontaneous activity. Therefore, a possible source of the phase-sensitive second harmonic distortion was rectification due to a high response threshold. Such rectification would reflect a non-linearity occurring after the spatial summation stage. The phase-insensitive second harmonic distortion, however, presumably reflects a non-linearity occurring at, or before, the spatial summation stage. Seven simple cells were tested with drifting, as well as with stationary, gratings. In all seven instances the results of the drifting grating tests agreed with those of the null tests regarding a cell's spatial summation linearity. Representative results from drifting grating tests on simple cells are presented in Fig. 5 . The linear cell's responses resembled rectified sine waves. They reflected linear spatial summation because they contained a single peak per cycle oftemporal modulation. The non-linear cell behaved like the linear cell at low spatial frequencies; but as the grating's spatial frequency increased, the non-linear cell's responses occupied more of each stimulus cycle until, finally, they were entirely unmodulated.
RABBIT STRIATE CORTEX
Movshon and his colleagues (Movshon et al. 1978a, b) For simple cells in the cat's cortex, the modulated component dominates the cells' responses at their optimum spatial frequencies (Movshon et al. 1978a ). This was also true for the rabbit's simple cells, as Fig. 6 illustrates: in the vicinity of its optimum spatial frequency (indicated by an arrow) the fi/fo value for each cell was > 20. Complex cell8. The receptive fields of complex cells in the cat's striate cortex commonly cannot be subdivided into separate on and off regions. One type of complex cell prominent in the cat's cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) (Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966; Cleland et al. 1971; Cleland, Levick & Sanderson, 1973; Hochstein & Shapley, 1976a; So & Shapley, 1979) . Hochstein & Shapley (1976a) discovered that as a stimulus's spatial frequency increases, the second harmonic/first harmonic ratio for both X and Y cells' responses approaches an asymptote of 1; but whereas the X response ratio approaches this asymptote from below, the Y response ratio approaches it from above. For retinal ganglion and geniculate cells in the cat, the dominance of the second harmonic in the Y response at relatively high spatial frequencies results from the Y cell's second harmonic component being tuned to higher spatial frequencies than its first harmonic component (So & Shapley, 1979) . My results suggest that the first and second Fourier components of Y cells in the rabbit's striate cortex also have differential spatial resolutions. Indeed, at low spatial frequencies, the contribution ofthe second harmonic component to a Y cell's response was sometimes insignificant (Fig. 1 B) . Hochstein & Shapley (1976b) have proposed that the receptive fields of both X and Y cells contain linear centre and linear surround components, but that the Y-cell receptive field also contains non-linear rectifying subunits which spatially overlap its centre and surround regions. These non-linear subunits, which may arise from amacrine cell input to the ganglion cells (see Werblin & Dowling, 1969; Toyoda, 1974) , are presumed to be responsible for the Y cell's non-linear behaviour. Hochstein & Shapley's (1976b) Glanzman, unpublished observations) .
Just how uniform cells fit into the X/Y classification is unclear. One possibility is that these cells are Y cells with weak surrounds. However, a previous study (Movshon et al. 1978a, b) . One major apparent difference was that the majority of complex cells encountered in the rabbit's cortex were difficult to drive with gratings. Just why is unclear. Because complex2 cells could be made to respond to gratings by partially masking the display, one possibility is that the full display activated some extra-receptive-field inhibitory mechanism. Many cells in the cat's striate cortex are 'end-inhibited'; that is, their response to a bar oflight worsens when the bar exceeds a certain length (Gilbert, 1977; Kato, Bishop & Orban, 1978) . Perhaps the full grating constituted a particularly powerful source of end-inhibition. A problem with this proposal is that, while the property of end-inhibition is common to all types of oriented cells in the cat's cortex, complex2 cells were conspicuous among oriented cells in the rabbit's cortex for their lack of response to gratings. Another possibility is that complex2 cells had extremely fine spatial tuning and that in the initial tests performed on these cells their optimum spatial frequencies were missed. By this reasoning, masking the display somehow degraded spatial tuning in these cells, thereby making them generally more responsive to gratings. Most complex2 cells were tested with gratings of several different spatial frequencies. If this second explanation is correct, then complex2 cells must have far tighter spatial tuning than other rabbit cortical cells.
Within the literature on the mammalian striate cortex, the classification of cells Parallel and serial processing in the rabbit's visual system The rabbit has X and Y cells in its retina (Caldwell & Daw, 1978) , l.g.n. (Glanzman & Miller, 1978) and striate cortex (present study). Moreover, the spatial organization of geniculate X and Y receptive fields, appears similar, if not identical, to that of cortical X and Y receptive fields (D. L. Glanzman, unpublished observations 
